Recommendations 2014
New Year Eve 2014 with caller Barbara, Stuart & Luke at the Golden Bowler, Stubbington
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Sunday 24th August 2014 with caller Charles, Mike, Ted & Luke

I meant to write to you in August to say how much we enjoyed our Barn Dance. The band and
caller were all brilliant and gauged the abilities ( or not ) of our guests to perfection. Thank
you so much. We would have no hesitation in recommending the Woodsiders.Happy
Christmas to you all.
Liz Mavin
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Saturday 8th November 2014 with caller Barbara, Elaine, Patrick and Luke
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Saturday 25th October 2014 with caller Dick, Mike, Ted and Luke
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Saturday 18th October 2014 with caller Barbara, Mike, Ted and Luke

Mike,
Thank you so much for a truly brilliant evening. I'm getting loads of emails from people
saying they had a really super time and hadn't laughed so much in ages. Quite a few are
asking about the next one.... Will probably see you again!! dianne
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Saturday 4th October 2014 with caller Dick, John, Ted and Luke

Hi Mike
Could you please thank Luke and the others for a fantastic evening, everyone enjoyed
the Band. The whole evening went extremely well, we will highly recommend you all.
Kind Regards
Roy & Laura
Check out this Youtube video
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Saturday 27th September 2014 with caller Barbara, Mike, Stephen & Luke

Dear Mike,
I would just like to thank you, Luke, Stephen and Barbara for helping to make our party such
a fantastic success. Everyone had a ball and it was a lot to do with the band and Barbara
being such a brilliant caller. Some of us didn’t get to bed before 3am but I think it will be a
party we won’t forget in a hurray! Shame we won’t have the tent to throw another one! We are
always recommending you to our brides and party throwers so I hope you get lots of
bookings for next year,
Kind regards, Mandy
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Saturday 20th September 2014 with caller Dick, Mike, Lorraine, Julian, Derek and Andy

Hi Mike
Just wanted to say thank you to you and your brilliant band and caller. I have had so much
positive feedback, everyone thoroughly enjoyed the evening as did I and my family.
Very best wishes. Jane
Check out this Youtube video
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Saturday 30th August 2014 with caller Charles, John, Ted & Graham

A massive thanks to Woodsiders for the fantastic barn dance at Bartons Mill on Saturday. We
were hoping the barn dance would create a fun atmosphere for all ages of guests and it
certainly did. The band and caller were both fantastic!
You helped create our perfect wedding day so thank you so much once again!
Katie
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Saturday 2nd August 2014 with caller Barbara, Mike, Stephen & Paul

photos on this link
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Saturday 2nd August 2014 with caller Charles, John, Ted & Luke

Hi Mike
What a treat it was for us to see everyone having such a great time at our birthday bash on
Saturday night. The band were brilliant, as was your caller who really succeeded in getting
people to put their drink down and join in! Even people who never normally dance at parties
were taking part and having fun. Our guests went home smiling saying what a great idea it
was and we have loads of memories to treasure, thank you!
Giles & Tania Chaplin
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Saturday 19th July 2014 with caller Charles, Mike, Luke & Stephen
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Friday 11th July 2014 with caller Barbara, Mike, Luke & Ted

Hello Mike
Thanks for an excellent evening last night - I was bit worried we needed more people but it
worked out just fine, so much so I have been asked by the headmistress to sort out a similar
thing for our parent teacher do we have.
I will be in touch in the future re that do.
Thanks a lot
ED
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Friday 27th June 2014 with caller Barbara, Mike, David & Derek.
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Saturday 14th June 2014 with caller Charles, Mike, John, Ted & Matt

Hi Mike,
Thanks for a wonderful evening, even better than last year. As soon as I have a date for next
year I will let you know. It will be in June and very possibly the same weekend. I just have to
wait for the committee to decide. Many thanks again , even the weather was perfect!
Best wishes, Diane x
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Saturday 24th May 2014 with caller Charles, John, Ted & Luke

Birthday party barn dance with caller Charles and John, Ted and Luke in the band.
Customer feedback...........
Mike,
Brian and I were delighted with the barn dance and thank you, the group and Charles for
providing us with a lively and entertaining evening. Our guests thoroughly enjoyed the barn
dance despite some initial misgivings!!

Many thanks and our best wishes Pauline and Brian
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Saturday 17th May 2014 with caller Barbara, Mike, Lucy & Stephen.
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Saturday 10th May 2014 with caller Charles, Mike, Ted & Luke.

Hi,
Just a quick email to say a MASSIVE thank you for playing for playing on Saturday. We had a
really wonderful time and have had so many people saying how much they enjoyed it too!
The music was fab and Charles was a great caller. He put people at ease and really knew how
to ensure people had fun and knew what they were supposed to be doing too! We also
appreciated the band playing 'happy birthday' for Tom!
We won't be forgetting that party in a hurry, and we will definitely be recommending you to
others.
Thanks again,
Emily
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Saturday 5th April 2014 with caller Charles, Mike, Luke & Stephen.
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Saturday 29th March 2014 with caller Martin Lindridge, Mike, Bru & Dave (Wedding Celebration).

Feedback from the customer through Chris Noon Entertainments
To: Chris Noon
Subject: Re: Ceilidh – 29/03/14
Dear Chris,
The Woodsiders were excellent, especially the caller, who managed to keep the dance floor
fairly full, as well as being a part-time babysitter of one of the young guests! We were very
pleased with their performance and couldn’t fault them. And all the feedback we received
was positive, everyone seems to have enjoyed the evening. You’re more than welcome to
use my comments. Don’t worry about passing them on to the band as I shall write to them to
thank them direct (well, via your postal address).
Many thanks once again, I would certainly recommend your service and the band.
Best wishes,
Helen James
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Saturday 29th March 2014 with caller Dick Williams, Lucy, Stephen & Luke (Bowls Club Social).

We are very pleased with Sat night, lots of very positive comments and will certainly be looking to book
you for next year.
Many thanks

Gill
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Friday 14th March 2014 - Mike & Patrick Irish Night.

Mike & Patrick Revell lead the music for the St. Patrick’s night celebrations at Stokes Bay
Sailing Club. A great evening with great audience participation.
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Saturday 8th March 2014 with caller Barbara, Mike, Ted & Luke.

Hi Mike
Thank you for a great night, every body said how much they enjoyed the barn dancing.
Thank you
Jerry
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Saturday 22nd February 2014 with caller Barbara, Mike, Ted & John.

Hi Mike
Thanks again for such a wonderful evening on Saturday. Your band were fantastic and
Barbara was a brilliant caller. Everyone said what a fantastic time they had (despite the
aching legs the next day). Laurence certainly had a birthday to remember.
Best wishes

Clare
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Saturday 15th February 2014 (School PTA social) with caller Charles Haskell, Mike, Luke, Patrick & Derek.

Hi Mike
Just to let you know everyone thoroughly enjoyed the barn dance, I have not heard a single
mutter about anything, and I hope that we can make it an annual event…. Some people have
asked for another one in summer, I think that may be a little too soon but, having said that,

everyone loved it so much we will have to look at booking another one at a sensible time.
Thanks to you, and all your band, it was a very relaxing and fun evening.
Kind regards
Jean
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